Abstract-MUSIC is a widely used technique of plane wave direction-of-arrival (DOA) estimation, which is a problem of great interest in several applications. The performance of MUSIC degrades under low Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR) conditions due to errors in estimating the data covariance matrix from finite data. This paper explores the possibility of employing the wavelet denoising technique to arrest the degradation in the finite-data performance of MUSIC under low SNR. We propose the application of wavelet denoising to the noisy signal at each sensor to boost the S N R before performing DOA estimation by MUSIC. A comparative study of the finite data performance of MUSIC is presented for the undenoised and denoised data, and it is shown that denoising leads to a significant reduction in the bias and Mean Square Errors (MSE) of the DOA estimates.
INTRODUCTION
Multiple signal classification (MUSIC) is a popular highresolution technique for estimating the directions-of-arrival (DOA) of multiple plane waves in a noisy environment, using an array of M sensors [I] . The method involves eigen decomposition of the spectral covariance matrix R of the Mdimensional data vector to determine the noise subspace. The matrix R is estimated from a finite number of samples of the data vector. For a given data size N, reduction of the signalto-noise ratio (SNR) at the sensor array output causes an increase in the covariance matrix estimation error and a corresponding increase in the DOA estimation error [2] . The estimation errors may be reduced by increasing N, but requirements of temporal coherence and speed impose an upper limit on the permissible value of N . Inevitably, the performance of the MUSIC estimator suffers a progressive degradation as the SNR is reduced. In this work, we explore the possibility of using a wavelet denoising technique to improve the performance of MUSIC in a low SNR environment. The wavelet denoising algorithm of Donoho 
y = A s t n :
where n = [nl(t) n 2 ( t ) . . . nnr(t)lT is the noise vectorthat is also spatially white, and 
It is also assumed that the signal and noise are.uncorrelated. The covariance matrix of the data vector would then be 
The threshold developed by Donoho The process of wavelet denoising is to threshold the coefficients x, to discard small values most l i e l y due to the additive noise [3], [4] . The thresholding process can he thought of as a filtering operation with the filter being,
The threshold-filter coefficients are decided based on the type of threshold under considerdtion: hard or soft thresholding.
. , . zw(N)IT are the wavelet coefficients of the noisy signal, the threshold-filter coefficients are given by .
SIMULATION RESULTS
The signal model considered in this work relates to sinusoids with random amplitude modulation. As seen from Eqs (1) and ( 5 ) the sinusoid is multiplied by a random amplitude whose auto-correlation decays exponentially with the lag. This kind of random amplitude modulation occurs in media that introduce fading. The parameter a is a measure of the signal band-'width. A small value of a represents a random narrowband signal.
In this work, all the sources wereasumed to have the same center frequency and a narrow hand width. The parameter a was chosen to be A. The signal was sampled at the rate of 32 times the source frequency so as to keep the narrowband assumption valid. Temporally and spatially white Gaussian noise was added to the signal at each sensor with appropriate variance so as to give an average SNR of 0 dB over the array. We considered a uniform linear array of 14 sensors with intersensor spacing d = X/2, where X is the wavelength of the plane waves. Wavelet denoising was applied on each sensor output independently. The wavelet coefficients were hard-thresholded with the threshold mentioned in Eqn (15). Figure IC shows the denoised version of the noisy signal in Figure lb , denoised with db22 wavelet. The SNR of the denoised signal was calculated as in Eqn (21) and was used as a performance measure of denoising by different Daubechies wavelets.
where f is the original noiseless signal and f is the denoised signal. Figure 2 shows SNROut for different Daubechies wavelets. The expectation in Eqn (21) was calculated by averaging over 100 Monte-Carlo simulations. It can be seen from Figure 2 that db18 -32 wavelets perform better than the other wavelets. Daubechies wavelets with larger number of filter coefficients have a larger number of vanishing moments and hence can approximate polynomials of higher degree. This is a desirable property for signal compaction. However, wavelets with a very large numberofvanishingmoments may prove to be disadvantageous because a given realisation of noise may be well approximated by a high degree polynomial resulting in much of the noise energy also being compacted into the approximation coefficients. On the other hand, wavelets with very few filter coefficients have very few vanishing moments and hence do not compact the signal energy efficiently. In our simulations, the wavelets db18 and db22 have been chosen to denoise sensor outputs before performing the DOA estimation. Figure 3 depicts the gain in SNR due to denoising using db22 wavelet, as a function of the input SNR. It is seen that denoising is effective for input SNR less than 4 dB. At SNR gain as a function of input SNR for db22 note the covariance estimate computed as higher SNR the gain decreases sharply. This may be due to the fact that at higher input SNR the threshold given in Eqn (15) is too high, resulting in removal of some of the signal coefficients leading to signal distortion. The data covariance matrix was computed as in Eqn (9) would reduce if N is increased or if the noise variance is reduced, implying higher SNR. Wavelet denoising can he used to effectively increase the SNR and thereby reduce the covariance estimation error. This is established in Table 3 . MSE of Root MUSIC DOA estimates Figure 6 . Spectral MUSIC for db22 wavelet denoised signal. 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
In this work, the use of wavelet denoising for plane wave DOA estimation has been investigated. Based on the idea that wavelet denoising improves the SNR. of a noisy signal, we proceeded to perform wavelet denoising of the signal from each sensor of the array independently, prior to estimating the DOA. Wavelet denoising helps to reduce the MSE of the array data covariances estimated from finite data and thus reduce the bias and MSE of the DOA estimates.
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